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ABSTRACT

Spherical Functions (SF) play a pivotal role in Diffusion
MRI (dMRI) in representing sub-voxel-resolution micro-
architectural information of the underlying tissue. This in-
formation is encoded in the geometric shape of the SF. In
this paper we use a polynomial approach to extract geometric
characteristics from SFs in dMRI such as the maxima, min-
ima and saddle-points. We then use differential geometric
tools to quantify further details such as principal curvatures
at the extrema. Finally we propose new scalar measures
like the Peak Fractional Anisotropy (PFA) and Total-PFA,
to represent this rich source of information for characteriz-
ing white-matter (WM) fibers. As an example we illustrate
our method on the Orientation Distribution Function (ODF)
estimated from real data.

Index Terms— ODF, Tractography, Maxima, Principal
Curvatures, Peak Fractional Anisotropy

1. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [1, 2] uses ellipsoids as SFs
to represent the diffusion of water molecules in heterogeneous
cerebral tissue to quantify its micro-architecture in-vivo and
non-invasively. The spectral decomposition of the diffusion
tensor into its eigenvalues and eigenvectors represents the el-
lipsoid’s geometry. These and derived scalars indicate tissue
micro-architecture such as the dominant fiber direction, paral-
lel and perpendicular diffusion, mean diffusion and Fractional
Anisotropy (FA) [2]. However, DTI is known to be inherently
limited in regions where multiple fibers cross, kiss or diverge.

An example of functions capable of representing richer
geometries on the sphere is the Orientation Distribution Func-
tion (ODF) by Tuch [3], which is the radial integral of the
diffusion ensemble average propagator (EAP). It overcomes
the limitation of DTI and can discern complex fiber configu-
rations. We call this the ODF-T (Tuch). It is not a true angu-
lar marginal distribution obtained from the EAP, and needs
to be numerically normalized. An analytical approach for
computing the ODF-T, in the Spherical Harmonic (SH) ba-
sis, was proposed in [4]. An analytical approach for comput-
ing the true angular marginal distribution obtained from the
EAP, with solid angle consideration in the radial integral, was

Fig. 1. Extrema extraction & categorization from synthetic
data. a) 1-fiber b) 2-fibers c) 3-fibers. Glyph-colour: red
indicates high anisotropy (local peak), blue indicates low
anisotropy (local trough). Line-colour: thick-green: Maxima,
thin-green: Minima, fine-blue: Saddle points

proposed, also in the SH basis, in [5, 6]. We call this the
ODF-SA (Solid Angle). However, unlike in DTI, there exists
no simple method for extracting all the geometric character-
istics from these SFs with multiple extrema. Simple discrete
mesh searches [4] and optimization approaches [7, 8] have
been proposed for extracting only the maxima, but these are
heuristic. Mathematically systematic approaches quantifying
all the geometric characteristics are few [9, 10, 11].

In this paper we propose to extend and apply our poly-
nomial approach for extracting the extrema of a SF [10]. As
proposed in [9], using differential geometric tools, we also
compute principal curvatures to further quantify the geometry
of the extrema. Finally using the same tools, we propose new
scalar measures like the Peak Fractional Anisotropy (PFA)
and Total-PFA, to represent this rich source of geometric in-
formation for characterizing white-matter (WM) fibers. To
illustrate, we experiment on ODF-Ts & ODF-SAs, estimated
from real data and show important gains over existing scalar
measures for complex SFs such as the GFA [3]. Although
both are ODF models, ODF-SAs are known to have sharper
peaks, and to detect more crossings than ODF-Ts, but are also
more sensitive to signal noise.

2. THEORY

Extracting the geometric characteristics of a generic SF can
be broken down into 3 steps. In the first, we represent the SF
as a Homogeneous Polynomial (HP) constrained to a sphere.
In the second, we optimize a constrained polynomial by solv-



ing a system of polynomials whose roots are the extrema of
the SF and which can be bracketed analytically and computed
numerically with high precision. In the third, we classify the
extrema as maxima, minima and saddle-points and compute
their principal curvatures to completely quantify all the ex-
trema of the SF.

The SH basis is an ideal formulation for describing SFs
and is widely used in dMRI to represent the diffusion SF.
There exists a linear bijection transformation between the SH
basis of rank-d and the HP basis of degree-d [12]. The SH
transform of the HP can be represented by an invertible ma-
trix M whose form is found in [12]. Therefore, the SF, which
is estimated in the SH basis can be re-written as a HP con-
strained to the sphere, (||x||2 = 1):
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where the SF’s coefficients are C in the SH basis and A in
the HP basis.

The extrema of the SF can be computed by maximizing
P(x) on the sphere, formulated using Lagrange multipliers as
an unconstrained functionalF (x,Λ) = P(x) − Λ (�x�2

2 − 1).
The extrema are roots of the functional’s gradient, which is a
system of polynomials:
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Instead of solving the optimization problem, which can only
be local at best, we identify all the real roots of the system
(2) together using [13]. The polynomials are first converted
to the Bernstein basis using exact arithmetic. Then a strat-
egy of domain subdivision and reduction is used based on the
properties of Bernstein polynomials, which allow an analyti-
cal bracketing of the roots in the domain by counting the num-
ber of sign changes of the coefficients. Thus by subdividing
an initial domain known to contain all the real roots of the sys-
tem, it is possible to analytically bracket all the roots. Then
an efficient numerical approach is used to compute the roots
precisely. All the roots are found together.

The extrema can be classified into maxima, minima and
saddle-points using two distinct approaches. We use the Bor-
dered Hessian (BH) approach [14] which resembles the typ-
ical Hessian definiteness condition in the case of an uncon-
strained optimization. However since the problem concerns
a constrained optimization, the Hessian (H) of the functional
F (x,Λ) is bordered by the first order derivatives of the con-
strain and padded by a corner-block of zeros to produce the
BH (H):
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where Bm×n = ∂(�x�22−1)
∂x , n = 3 : dimension of the prob-

lem, m = 1 : number of constrains. The BH is rank deficient

and cannot satisfy the definiteness condition of the Hessian
except under certain conditions [14]. However, alternating
sign conditions on the determinants of the principal sub ma-
trices provide the BH conditions for classifying maxima, min-
ima and saddle points:

(−1)m|Hr[F (x,Λ)]| > 0 strict minimum, (4)
(−1)r|Hr[F (x,Λ)]| > 0 strict maximum, (5)

r = m + 1, ..., n.

Alternatively the formulae for computing the coefficients of
the first and second fundamental forms in [9] can be used
to compute the principal curvatures and classify the extrema
from their signs. We also compute the principal curvatures
κ1, κ2 to further quantify the geometry of the extrema after
classification.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We can extract all the geometric characteristics of a SF,
namely the extrema and their principal curvatures, and also
classify them. From these we propose new scalar mea-
sures to characterize WM fibers. To characterize each of the
peaks (maxima) of the SF we propose the Peak Fractional
Anisotropy (PFA) which is analogous to FA in DTI. To char-
acterize the entire SF we consider the sum of all the PFAs
corresponding to all the peaks of the SF and name it the
Total-PFA.

PFA, is a new measure, that integrates the principal cur-
vatures and function value for each maximum into a sin-
gle scalar value. Essentially we fit an ellipsoid at every
maximum, such that its principal axis corresponds to the
maximum-direction, principal radius equals the maximum’s
function value, and principal curvatures along the principal
axis equal the curvatures of the SF at the maximum. This
allows us to define the eigenpair of the symmetric positive
definite matrix of the ellipsoid. The PFA is the FA of this
ellipsoid. We name this the Ellipsoid PFA (PFAe) corre-
sponding to the maximum-peak.

We propose two other PFAs, each corresponding to the
underlying SF model – ODF-T and ODF-SA, and call these
the PFA-T and PFA-SA. If we consider anisotropic free dif-
fusion, which corresponds to diffusion due to a single fiber,
where the EAP is an oriented Gaussian parameterized by the
diffusion tensor D (like DTI), then it is possible to compute
the ODF-T and the ODF-SA of this EAP analytically. Let
these analytical ODFs be known as the FD-ODF-T and the
FD-ODF-SA, where FD indicates free diffusion. These are
also parameterized by the diffusion tensor D, and have only
one maximum (single fiber). When D is taken in its canon-
ical representation, it only has three parameters, namely its
eigenvalues {Λi}, along the coordinate axes. In such a case,
it is simple to compute the function value and the principal
curvatures of the analytical FD-ODF-T and FD-ODF-SA at



their maximum. By matching these to the maximum func-
tion value, and the principal curvatures of the peak of the SF
under consideration, it is possible to fit an FD-ODF-T or an
FD-ODF-SA to the peak, and to estimate D.

Naturally, the model of the analytical ODF has to match
the model of the SF, i.e. if the SF were an ODF-T, we match
a FD-ODF-T to each of its peaks, and similarly if the SF were
an ODF-SA, we match a FD-ODF-SA to each of its peaks.
The FA of the diffusion tensor D estimated in this fashion for
a peak, defines the PFA of that peak based on the model. In
other words if the SF were an ODF-T, then the corresponding
PFA for every peak is the PFA-T. And if the SF were an ODF-
SA, then the PFA for every peak is the PFA-SA.

We now derive these analytical quantities. The maxi-
mum function value and principal curvatures of a canonically
represented ellipsoid, parameterized by the diffusion tensor
D = diag(Λx,Λy,Λz) elongated along the x-axis can be
computed to be:

κ1 =
Λx(3Λz − 2Λx)

Λz
; κ2 =

Λx(3Λy − 2Λx)
Λy

;

F =
1

Λx
. (6)

These formulae can be used to fit an ellipsoid to the maximum
value F̃ and principal curvatures κ̃1, κ̃2 of a peak of the SF.
Solving for Λx,Λy,Λz:
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1
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it is then possible to compute the PFAe of the peak.
The analytical formula for a FD-ODF-T parameterized by

D, represented canonically, is found to be [15]:
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where all the constants have been absorbed into Z, where Z
is the normalizing constant since ODF-T isn’t a true marginal
distribution, and {Λi} are the eigenvalues of D. The maxi-
mum function value and principal curvatures can also be com-
puted analytically when ΨT or D is elongated along the x-
axis. The quantities are found to be:
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Eq-9 implies that the {Λi} can be computed uniquely only up
to the constant Z. But since scaling the eigenvalues doesn’t
change the FA, we can fix Z = 1 and solve for Λx,Λy,Λz:

Λx = F2;

Λy =
F
κ1

; Λz =
F
κ2

. (10)

These can be used for fitting a FD-ODF-T to each peak of
any ODF-T, when its function value and principal curvatures
F̃ , κ̃1, κ̃2, are known, making it possible to compute the
peak’s PFA-T from the {Λi}.

Similarly the analytical formula for a FD-ODF-SA pa-
rameterized by D, represented canonically, can be computed
to be:
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This is a true marginal distribution and, therefore, doesn’t
have a normalizing constant. The formulae for the maximum
function value and principal curvatures can again be com-
puted analytically when ΨSA is elongated along the x-axis.
We find:
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Interestingly, Eq-12 indicates that the function value and prin-
cipal curvatures, at the maximum of a FD-ODF-SA, remain
unchanged if the {Λi} are multiplied by a constant. There-
fore, again, Eq-12 can be solved for Λx,Λy,Λz only up to a
scaling factor. However, since that doesn’t change the com-
puted FA, we consider the solution set:

Λx = 1;

Λy =
3

κ2F + 2
; Λz =

3
κ1F + 2

. (13)

These can be used for fitting a FD-ODF-SA to each peak of
any ODF-SA, and to compute the PFA-SA of the peak from
the {Λi}.

The various PFAs allow us to naturally characterize each
peak of a SF. We simply extend this characterization to the
entire SF by considering a weighted sum the PFAs for all its
peaks. We designate this the Total-PFA (Total-PFAe, Total-
PFA-T and Total-PFA-SA):

TotalPFA =
N�

i=1

Fi · PFAi.

Since the Total-PFA is a summation of all the local anisotropy
measure from each peak, it is therefore an integrated measure
of the overall peakedness of a SF. It indicates how star-like
the shape of the SF is.

3.1. Results

Fig-1 shows results of extrema extraction and classification
on ODF-Ts estimated from fiber-crossing signals generated



synthetically using a multi-tensor model for 1, 2 and 3 fibers
crossing perpendicularly. In case of the 1 and 2 fiber models
we note that unimportant local maxima are also correctly de-
tected and would need to be thresholded, since these do not
represent fiber directions, and were inherently generated by
the estimation process. In real data, a similar situation can
arise when due to noise the estimation can generate spurious
peaks that do not represent true fiber directions. These are
often thresholded heuristically.

In Fig-2 we present a coronal slice with the ODF-Ts and
ODF-SAs along with the extracted maxima. We note the
marked increase in voxels with fiber crossings detected by
ODF-SA, which are known to have sharper peaks [5]. Further,
even though the peaks in the ODF-T are subtle (indicated by
the glyph colour), the maxima extraction method is still able
to detect these. The ODFs (ODF-T & ODF-SA) were esti-
mated from a real dataset [16].

Fig-3 compares the DTI RGB map with FA as brightness,
to the dominant maximum of ODF-T (ODF-SA) with the cor-
responding PFA-T (PFA-SA) as brightness. The striking sim-
ilarity between the three RGB maps indicates the validity of
the maxima extraction process.

Finally the results of Total-PFA are presented in Fig-4.
Three types of scalar measures are presented in this figure to
highlight the sensitivity of Total-PFA. The first column is the
GFA, the second column is the Total-PFA, and the third col-
umn is an image where the contrast is the number of maxima
in the ODF-Ts and ODF-SAs. The first row contains the re-
sults from ODF-Ts, and the second row contains results from
ODF-SAs. The arrows indicate regions that highlight the sen-
sitivity of Total-PFA.

The green arrows indicate regions where the ODF models
have only a single maximum (dark in the number-of-maxima
image: 3rd column), and where these single maxima dis-
play high anisotropy (bright in the Total-PFA: 2nd column).
These are typically in the CC and the CST, and are also bright
in the GFA (1st column). The orange arrows indicate re-
gions where the ODF models have multiple peaks (bright in
the 3rd column), and where these multiple maxima have low
anisotropy (dark in the Total-PFA: 2nd column). These re-
gions are dark in the GFA too (1st column). The red arrows
indicate regions where the ODF models again have multiple
peaks (again bright in the 3rd column), but this time these
multiple maxima have high anisotropy (bright in the Total-
PFA: 2nd column). However, these regions appear dark in
the GFA (1st column), just like the regions indicated by the
orange arrows in the GFA. These are typically regions with
crossing fibers – like where the CC, the CST and the SLF in-
tersect. Therefore, these are regions that tend to have high
local anisotropy.

This shows that Total-PFA, with its emphasis on sub-
voxel local anisotropy can highlight regions of the underlying
tissue that have complex microstructures. Since Total-PFA
sums the PFAs of all the peaks of an SF, where the PFAs mea-

sure the individual anisotropy of the peaks, Total-PFA is able
to discern between regions with multiple peaks and low peak
anisotropies, which should intuitively correspond to globally
isotropic SFs, and regions with multiple peaks and high peak
anisotropies, which are regions with high local anisotropies
along multiple directions. Such regions occur when fibers
cross, and where the SFs have pronounced star-like shapes

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we extracted the geometric characteristics of a
SF, classified them as maxima, minima and saddle-points, and
computed their principal curvatures. Using this rich source of
information we proposed the PFA and Total-PFA to character-
ize cerebral tissue since they incorporate the geometric char-
acteristics of the SF. In the future we would like to explore
fiber tractography on ODFs where we use PFA and Total-PFA
as tracking criterion to compare the results with FA and GFA
in fiber-tracking.
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